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From the
CEO’s DESK

SIMPLE IS SMART

Davey’s new ChloroMatic Nipper is
all about what customers really want
A focus on making life easier has been key to the development of Davey’s ChloroMatic Nipper (known as the
EcoSalt 2 in Europe), which launched in the Australian and New Zealand markets in July 2019.

Welcome to WaterMatters.
Since finalising this publication we have
found ourselves in both unprecedented
and uncertain times and our thoughts go
out to everyone who has been affected by
the impact of COVID-19.
As we speak we are changing work
practices within Davey to minimise risk to
our people, suppliers and customers - and
to their broader families and communities.
This involves a number of people working
from home, minimising meetings or
physical contact and sales staff working by
phone. Our overriding focus right now is
to protect our people and ensure business
continuity for our customers in changing
circumstances whilst playing our part to
ensure the spread of COVID-19 is contained
as effectively and quickly as possible.
If there is one thing recent developments
emphasise for me, it’s the need to remain
positive and be grateful, which is very
much what WaterMatters is about.
In this issue we particularly reflect on
points of pride – events and achievements
at Davey over the past six months or so
that deserve recognition. From customer
endorsement - winning SCP* Europe’s
supplier of the year award and being
named a core supplier to Nutrien Group
- to launching genuinely helpful new
products (see next page) in a range of
geographies ... to delivering some really
exciting projects (see P4 and 5) that will
have an immediate and lasting impact on
the quality of life (or livelihood) of those
reliant on them. I am certainly proud to
lead the Davey team and I am grateful to
our people around the world who have
played a part in these initiatives.

We also had the opportunity to both
connect with and recognise some of our
very long serving partners during our
International Conference in Dubai late
last year (see P10) – with a staggering
431 years of distributor experience
represented by just 11 organisations
across Europe, Middle East, Africa and the
Indian Subcontinent. We are grateful to
also enjoy 50 year+ loyalty in Australasia
(see P10 and 11) and strong relationships
with our Australia and New Zealand Master
Dealer network (see P12 and 13).

Davey Pool & Spa Product Manager Amanda Minogue says pool owners don’t care about technical details such as outputs and current;
they care about what a product is going to do for them.
“Davey has always been very strong technically, but it’s important we translate that for end users and provide them with products that
are easy to use,” she says. “Pool equipment is notorious for being complicated to set up, use and maintain – with many consumers
totally reliant on professionals to manage their pool. Pool owners want more control over their pool and it’s day to day management but
they’re busy so it’s got to be easy.”
“This is a really exciting modern and compact design, and
really simple to use,” says Amanda. “The other exciting
thing is we have road mapped planned improvements
to it and will gather customer feedback and sales/service
team insights so we can identify what should be included
in future updates. It’s not about releasing the product
and then that’s it for five years, this is ongoing.”

We have plenty to celebrate as a business,
but I’ve been especially heartened to see
our Davey team rally behind those facing
challenges – whether of a personal nature
(see P15) or on a broader scale such as
the recent Australian bush fires. We are
pleased to be working with Davey Dealers
to provide some support and relief for the
hardest hit areas during this crisis through
our Heartland Helpers program**.

The quest continues ...
With the team continuing
to work with Davey Master
Dealers and consumers on
what would make their lives
better, a strong desire for a
chemical controller has been
identified. “This means we’re
on the right track with our next new product, delivering
what is needed out there, not just what we think is
needed,” says Amanda.

The ‘ripple effect’ of a crisis like the
Australian bush fires, let alone COVID-19,
is enormous. The extent of the impact on
individuals, their families and communities,
the environment and the economy is
difficult to both comprehend and quantify.
It is this very effect that is behind our
continued drive to put safety above all
else at Davey and we are working over
the coming months to not only ensure we
are doing everything we can around safe
equipment and sound procedures (see
P7), but also building awareness around
personal safety and wellbeing at work,
home or anywhere.
Whether you’re an employee, supplier or
customer of Davey, thank you for the role
you play in what we do – protecting and
enhancing lives with water. I hope you enjoy
this issue and, as always, feel free to make
contact at questions@davey.com.au

The new chemical controller is all about connectivity,
monitoring and automation - a ‘pool assistant’ that
consumers can liaise with from anywhere to ensure their
pool is always in tiptop condition. It will couple with the
Nipper and the ProMaster Variable Speed Bluetooth
Pump, is a low maintenance chemistry control option
that doesn’t require installation by a builder or electrician
and is super easy to use once up and running.
The Nipper is ideal for in-ground and above-ground residential swimming
pools with models available for pools up to 175,000L. No matter the type
of salt a pool uses, whether it’s natural, mineral or low salt, Nipper’s userfriendly modes allow the operator to tailor chlorine output throughout the
seasons, to ensure pool water is at the right standard all year round.

“Pool owners don’t need to know the chemistry ins
and outs - when there is a problem, the associated
App will guide them through tips and hints to find the
appropriate solution. Once again what will make this
product special is its ease of use.”

For a video on how it works:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wb9C8mEP1F4

The new chemical controller will launch in 2020
– watch this space.

The ChloroMatic Nipper has been received
well by pool builders and dealers who are
impressed by how easy it is to install
(one plug cell power connection)
and operate.

Stay safe.
David Worley

*SCP is Davey’s largest global customer (https://www.scpeurope.com/en)
** The Heartland Helpers program has pledged a range of Davey products to be distributed to
nominated properties and local communities in bushfire and drought affected areas that are in serious
need of water pumping/transfer equipment. For more information go to:
https://www.daveywater.com/au/why-davey/news-community/heartland_helpers
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Why the Nipper is smarter:
• Regular and low-salt models to suit

all residential pool sizes

• Easy to use digital interface (no dials and switches)

with alerts for when to add salt, low salt and no
flow with a safety cut-out for cell protection
• A low salt version means your pool can have less
salt in it – as low as 1500 ppm
• New energy efficient modes making it easy to
adjust chlorine production with the push of a
button; Spa, Cover, Boost and Winter mode
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Did you know:
• Australia is the driest inhabited continent on earth
• A recent study shows water pollution has become the number 1

concern for New Zealanders

• Due to the requirement to have a municipal waste water

treatment plant only for settlements of 2000 or more, it’s
estimated France has more than 5 million private waste water
treatment systems
• Most of the UAE’s potable water comes from some 70 major
desalination plants, which account for around 14% of the
world’s total production of desalinated water

WATER

Enhancing the power of our most precious resource
Less than 50 years ago bottled water wasn’t even a ‘thing’. Today safe water is top of mind for everyone from
families and workplaces to farms, hotels, hospitals and industry. Meanwhile our global demand for water
increases, the availability of usable and healthy water diminishes and pressures to improve water quality
heighten as governments, industry and communities become more aware of its role in health, quality of life and
productivity.

The Acqua business has grown over the past few years from working with dairy farms in New Zealand to supporting a more diverse
industry base – from hospitals to hotels, and animal rearing facilities to transport – with the range of industries now looking to the
benefits of water treatment continuing to grow across New Zealand and Australia.
Alan Houghton, GM of Acqua by Davey says this business is all about understanding customers’ business and their pain points, and
working with them to build solid relationships rather than simply trying to sell them a one off product. “You can only deliver this service
locally and through personal connections and continual dialogue,” he says.
“The right water treatment solution offers so many exciting opportunities for farming, medical, recreation and industry – not just in
terms of doing the right thing and meeting standards, but also in reduced costs and improved productivity. The Acqua by Davey team
have the experience and the expertise to ensure these opportunities are maximised for customers, we are able to do it quickly and we
stand by every system we deliver.”

CASE STUDY: MEDICAL
State-of-the-art system in a small space
One of New Zealand’s largest private hospitals is now home
to a state-of-the-art Acqua by Davey water treatment system,
providing both compliance to AS/NZS 4187 (which governs the
reprocessing of reusable medical devices) and future proofing
through capacity for upgrades – customised to fit within a
limited footprint.

CASE STUDY: HOTEL
It’s now safe to drink the water

CASE STUDY: PARKS
Bringing fresh water to NZ National Parks

Acqua by Davey is supplying a water treatment system to a
five-star resort on Fiji’s Denarau Island with the new quality
of water set to have major environmental and cost benefits.
Water at the hotel is coming from council mains, which suffer
regular pipe breakages and floods during the wet season
resulting in coloured, unsafe water coming out of the taps.

Until now, National Parks throughout New Zealand have been
collecting rain water or harvesting surface water to use in toilet
blocks, showers, ranger huts, cooking facilities and short-term
accommodation. They don’t have access to municipal supply,
so Acqua by Davey have been putting in systems to make their
water safe – this ranges from a simple Aquashield with filtration
and UV, to larger systems which include softeners – depending
on the water source, volume, use and size of the facility.

The Acqua by Davey solution comprises several stages of filtration
and disinfection as a complete containerised package making
it pretty much plug and play. Aside from being able to provide
drinking water compliant with international standards, the
benefits to the hotel are numerous, from direct savings on bottled
water, stained linen replacement, cleaning chemicals or asset
protection to improved reputation thanks to an eco-friendly image
and better guest experience.

Each water solution need is
different and depending on your
circumstances and application, will
require expert advice. This is where
we come in, offering the best treatment solution to suit your
needs and provide you with the systems to monitor results
and help you adjust when and where you need to.
For more info visit www.acquabydavey.com or email
info@acquabydavey.com

Acqua by Davey are working with the Department Of Conservation
(DOC) on a number of off-shore island facilities in the Hauraki Gulf
- one instance will include the installation of a Davey Monsoon
IQ to manage water supply on the island – which is currently
totally manual with no oversight. Across these islands water will
be provided to DOC staff, farms and also for visiting boats and
campers – with everything monitored remotely.

The system includes a high performance Microlene Max filter,
a bacteriostatic carbon filter to reduce chlorine levels and help
protect the RO membranes from damage. A softener system
reduces hardness and dissolved metal levels in the water, and an
RO unit reduces dissolved salts and any remaining colloids. Lead/
lag deionisation cartridges provide final water polishing.
“The system also contains a sophisticated microbiological
treatment process including a high dose rate UV disinfection,
followed by endotoxin filtration,” says Michael Glynn, NZ Business
Manager – Commercial Projects. “A recirculation line after the
endotoxin filter turns the tank over during periods of low demand
and the recirculation loop re-treats the tank water through
the UV and endotoxin systems helping to reduce the risk of
microbiological contamination.”

Research and academic partnerships to prove value
With Return on Investment being a critical factor for commercial
enterprises, studies into the benefits of water treatment are
underway via partnerships in New Zealand and Australia
including DEDJTR Ellinbank, home to the Australian National
Centre for Dairy Research and Development in Victoria and
Auckland University in New Zealand.

Acqua by Davey has been working with a number of organisations in the
medical industry in Australia and New Zealand to raise awareness of what’s
required for compliance with AS/NAZS 4187.
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Agriculture Victoria who have been carrying out research on the
Ellinbank site since the 1950’s commissioned a water treatment
system in 2019 which includes two separate UV systems and
two separate rainwater tanks for human consumption, along
with a Davey pump set on the dam. The whole system is a
model HALO* monitored site and its purpose is to improve
animal health and efficiency and provide stable water quality for
the whole farm by removing environmental factors and variation
in water quality.

* The HALO hub provides continuous monitoring and control of the entire water treatment system,
providing fault alerts to allow the user to act on these before they become major problems.

Over the years Davey’s engineered water treatment business has evolved in response to these very issues, with
Acqua by Davey launching officially at the end of 2019, having supplied a range of sophisticated water treatment
solutions to a broad spectrum of customers in New Zealand, the South Pacific and Australia since the early 2000s.

Photo by Amadej Tauses on Unsplash
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Winning in Innovation and Safety

Empowering employees to be fire Proactive push toward zero harm
safe at home

In August 2019 a number of Davey people were recognised as winners at the GUD Excellence Awards for
outstanding contribution in the areas of Innovation and Safety. But Davey CEO David Worley says its not all about
winning, what’s probably most valuable about the awards process is the opportunity to share these stories and
the commitment, customer focus, teamwork, innovative thinking and action teams are demonstrating across the
business to create safer work environments and deliver products to customers that help improve their lives.
A total of four Davey initiatives were named finalists, with three of those winning their respective categories.

Championing innovation at Davey Peace of mind for tankwater users
WINNER BEST INNOVATION INITIATIVE – INDIVIDUAL

WINNER BEST SAFETY INITIATIVE – INDIVIDUAL

FINALIST: BEST SAFETY INITIATIVE – BUSINESS

For: Fire Awareness Training

For: Pre-emptive Safety Program

Simon Arnold has facilitated ‘Fire Awareness Training’ at Davey and
a number of GUD companies including Brown and Watson, Projecta
and AA Gaskets. The safety training was designed to improve home
safety for all GUD employees around fire risk and what to do in an
emergency. The training could potentially save a life and adds to
GUD’s safety first approach, both in the home and at work.

The program, which has been running since 2018, was designed
to find possible safety concerns before they turned into issues
or injuries. The program has been successfully rolled out to the
company, adding to our current strong focus on safety. Each team
leader conducts an audit in a given area with a small team based
on a rolling schedule. The audits have been scheduled using
Team Assurance software and the initiative was designed and
implemented by Andrew McDonald (right) and Ross Munro (left)
after a continuous improvement activity identified potential risks
in a work area that had not been communicated to leaders. 15
audits have been conducted to date.

Simon Arnold

WINNER BEST INNOVATION INITIATIVE – TEAM

Tori Caskie

Chris Knapp, Sam Oakley, Nick Redwood

For: Smart Pump Selection Tool

For: TankSense

Tori won the GUD Shark Tank in late 2017 for the smart selection
tool and in 2018 led the team in delivering the web version to
market. She has shown dedication and leadership, working closely
with key stakeholders to create a better user experience. Since
launch, Tori has delivered two additional iterations to improve
the user experience and capture more detailed usage data. Joel
Gresham, GM of Innovation & Design for Davey says Tori has
driven change within the organisation against many odds and
push backs.

The TankSense team was responsible for the development and
launch of our new smart water level monitoring platform. Starting
with an innovation mission to look at what unmet needs our home
pressure customers had, they uncovered an opportunity to help
them monitor how much water they had in their tanks and how
long that water would last for, to ensure supply is always available.
TankSense also predicts weather events, saving people from
ordering water unnecessarily if the tank water levels will rise
from expected rainfalls. Designed for above ground water tanks,
TankSense is easy to install and simple to use.

Check out the 90 sec video overview:
https://youtu.be/H-EfVjYRHZY

Simon is the Quality Manager at Davey. He spent many
years as a Volunteer Firefighter with the Country Firefighter
Association (with whom he attended more than 420 call
outs) and has presented his safety initiative to over 350 GUD
employees. He put the $1,000 prize money awarded towards
50 dry chemical fire extinguishers to give away to staff. The
extinguishers can be used in the kitchen, shed, caravans, cars,
BBQ’s – all over the home.

Check out the 90 sec video overview:
https://youtu.be/5OoVY7BJJvY

Tori is Davey’s Innovation Process leader and has been with
the company for 11 years. She has been involved, one way
or another, with every Davey product development that has
come out of Davey’s innovation program since its inception in
early 2016. She has experience in R&D as a fitter and turner
and was Apprentice of the Year in 2012. Tori says, “I love
spending time in the field or talking with our customers, I
learn heaps and am able to maintain really good relationships
with them.”

“The most important message I can give about fire safety is
that it is everyone’s responsibility and does not just happen
at work. As parents, spouses, partners etc. we have a
responsibility to make our own homes safer. It’s not the size
of the fire that counts, its whether you know what to do to
control it,” he says.

Check out the 90 sec video overview:
https://youtu.be/wxUcJrqMkWo

Development of the second generation TankSense concept
is well underway with the Davey team working closely
with leading edge partners to take this concept to a much
broader, more isolated audience in regional/rural Australia in
particular, via unrestricted communications technology.

For more about TankSense visit:
https://davey.com.au/tanksense

Davey Australia

The most common misconceptions about fire:
• It won’t happen to me!
• I have plenty of time to react when something goes wrong

(realistically you have around 120 seconds between saving
your house and losing it)
• I won’t panic when I am faced with a real life or death situation
• If I’m level headed and know what to do then it’s easy to
protect myself

Check out the 90 sec video overview:
https://youtu.be/U6DacNQ7ln0

Davey’s focus on Zero Harm continues and, whilst we already
have a range of policies, systems and procedures in place
across the business, we continue to review and adjust these
to ensure we have the most effective outcome. Our Fatal
Risks Program was developed with this in mind and focuses
on the six most potentially devastating risks across all sites
of the Davey business. One of these is Working at Heights,
with the removal of ladders (which are responsible for around
29 workplace deaths a year in Australia alone) from all Davey
sites being the immediate priority and already well underway.
Other areas are Objects Falling from Height, Motor Vehicles,
Electricity, Mobile Plant and Contractor Management with a
range of actions being taken in each.
James Coad, Human Resources Manager for Davey, says the
lessons learnt from the process of reviewing and mitigating
key risk areas such as Working at Heights are not only
relevant in the workplace but also in the home where DIY
accidents are on the rise. “At home we can tend to be a bit
cavalier, especially when it comes to the likes of ladders, which
many households use on a regular basis,” he says.

Check out Davey’s Smart Pump Selection Tool here:
https://davey.com.au/select-a-pump
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“What’s very clear is that the organisation of today
– and most certainly the future - is one that has the
customer at its heart – or in our case ‘hub’. Our strategic
partnerships allow our Davey team to be customer
focused, efficient and agile whilst facilitating a more
powerful customer outcome than we could offer without
them,” says Joel.

Open innovation means being ok to open the door

Leading Edge Technology:

Once upon a time, developing and producing everything in house and fierce protection of intellectual property was
the norm. Today there is no better way to ensure failure than to remain insular, believing you have the answers
within your four walls.

Companies, like individuals, simply can’t be good at everything.
Today it’s the organisations that collaborate with others that are
most likely to succeed. And when, like Davey, you’re a fraction of
your competitors’ size, it’s an idea we embrace because we are
under no illusions about our limitations.
“One of our biggest assets is the huge amount of knowledge and
skills we have built in the business over the years,” says Davey’s GM
of Innovation & Design, Joel Gresham. “The only downside to relying
on internal knowledge is that you won’t always be exposed to the
latest thinking or technology. In today’s world it’s never been more
important to understand what competitors and other industries
are doing. That’s where open innovation can play a role. Developing
external networks of partners who can expose the business to new
ideas, processes, or technologies can be hugely beneficial.”
Partnering with those who have the experience, skills or
connections we need means we benefit from the hard work they’ve
already done and the specialist knowledge they have gained.
For Davey, alliances with tech providers, universities and R&D
companies also shorten our time to market for new products,
beefing up resource with specific capability or experience as required
- meaning we can remain focused on our core business because
we’re not trying to up skill in a whole range of new areas. This makes
us nimble and able to thrive even when things get tough.
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Where the chemistry happens

Product Managers:

At the centre of it all is Davey’s Nucleus Product Hub (The Hub)
which is made up of a multi-disciplined team of marketers,
engineers, innovators, developers and designers who are
responsible for implementing the strategy, roadmap and
lifecycle for Davey’s products.

Within The Hub the key conduits between our markets and
what we deliver are our Product Managers who take care of
Davey’s key categories:

The Hub has done away with traditional roles and departments
with the team being more product, customer and team focused.
“There is no place for siloed thinking here, it is all about the end
game of solving problems for customers,” says Joel.

The Hub is where the ‘chemistry’ happens – taking
insights from our Davey people (in the field,
manufacturing or support), our customers and
consumers, broader market trends, new technologies,
knowledge partners and any number of other relevant
inputs and transforming these into useful, thoughtful
products that solve customers’ problems.

R&D and Design:

Research:

Being exposed to new practices, ideas and processes is a key
benefit of working with R&D or design partners on product
development. Davey has been working with a number of
specialists in this area to provide proofs of concept or specific
engineering design expertise on products recently launched
and in the pipeline. “Working with others in this space helps
the internal team to focus on the design and development
that really matters to our future. Working with different
external teams also provides an opportunity to learn new
ways to deliver products to market,” says Joel.

Partnering with universities and research organisations
has been part of the Davey ecosystem for some time. Key
current partnerships include Ellenbank Dairy Research Farm
in Victoria, Australia and Auckland University in New Zealand
and are focused on farming and the impacts of water quality
on animal health and productivity.

Jacquie Andrews

Amanda Minogue

Household & Farm

Pool & Spa

jandrews@davey.com.au
+61 419 288 364

aminogue@davey.com.au
+61 0407 017 353

The result is a partnership with Tevet Water Technologies who
specialise in wastewater treatment. The Davey / Tevet water
solution – Claritech – is a turnkey solution which utilises an
advanced physicochemical process based on coagulation,
flocculation and filtration to remove virtually all the solids from
effluent. Key benefits are its compact size and small footprint
(less than 30m2), ability to be remotely controlled and that it
produces no odour, noise or greenhouse gas emissions.
The Claritech solution
was showcased at the
Effluent Expo at
Mystery Creek in New
Zealand in November
2019. L to R: Alan
Houghton (GM) and
Claudia Knarston
(Dairy Sales Territory
Manager) from
Acqua by Davey with
Yehoyada Zidon (CTO)
and Bnaya Zidon
(CEO) from Tevet
Water Technologies

A further example of a technology partnership is in the
satellite and long range communications space and is one
which will enable Davey to provide connected and monitored
products virtually anywhere.

Research partnerships with commercial enterprises are also
being initiated to better understand other sectors.

daveywater.com

In Davey’s investigation of the dairy industry in recent
years, effluent management has been the number one
concern identified for farmers. “This was not an area
Davey had expertise in or appropriate technology to offer,
so we actively sought someone with effluent management
expertise and technology,” says Vincent Gruffat, Australian
Manager for Davey’s water treatment solutions business
- Acqua by Davey.

Nandha Govindaraj

Maris Romans

Commercial Water & Engine Driven
Pumps

Water Treatment, Rainwater Harvesting
and Entry Level Brands

ngovindaraj@davey.com.au
+61 409 147 597

mromans@davey.com.au
+61 437 677 897
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Working with Australian tech
start-up company Ellenex, the
world’s leading manufacturer
of fully integrated wireless
connected pressure and
level sensors for IoT and
IIoT (Industrial Internet of
Things) applications, Davey
is looking to offer tank level
monitoring (and predictive
data and associated alerts)
in remote locations where
wireless access has not
been an option.

NB-IoT

Tank wa
ter level
monito
r

daveyw
ater.co
m
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The Davis & Shirtliff Group, founded in 1946, is the leading supplier of water related
equipment in the East African region with a focus on water pumps, boreholes,
swimming pools, water treatment, generators, solar equipment and irrigation.
Kenyan based, the group operates through a network of Kenyan branches along
with regional subsidiaries and partners in a range of other African countries and
employs more than 900 staff.
Davis & Shirtliff distribute high quality equipment sourced from a number of industry
leading companies from around the world (including Davey whom they have been
associated with for 48 years), carry out manufacture and assembly of various water related
products and also provide full project solutions for customers.

RELATIONSHIPS

Built to last

48

The Davey International Conference hosted customers from Europe, Middle East, Africa and the Indian Subcontinent who collectively
represent an impressive 431 years of distributor experience. A product show was held on the final day of the conference showcasing
the latest technology from Davey with hundreds of consultants, contractors and consumers attending. At the conclusion long serving
employees of Davey distributors were awarded appreciation certificates and distributors given crystal trophies indicating the number of
years of partnership they have had with Davey.

Financial independence and a strong tradition of sales and
support have meant continued investment in development and
expertise and a well-earned reputation for dependability.

“What is clear whenever we spend time with our longtime customers is that we are not just traders, we are
business partners,” says Davey Chief Executive David
Worley.
“They are very important to Davey and their loyalty over
many years (more than 50 in some cases) is priceless.
Whilst it’s also clear that the Davey brand is valuable in
these markets, it is essential we work together as these
customers are key conduits into markets we would
otherwise be unable to access.”

50

Bin Moosa & Daly (BMD) is one of Davey’s largest
years
customers and began trading with us when founder
Michael Daly senior met the regional Davey sales
representative in 1969. Managing Director Michael Daly,
who took over from his father in 1975, says a key to Davey’s
continued success in the Middle East is the fact that the
company has consistently taken the market seriously.

52
years

(L to R): Mushtaq Ahmad and David Worley present a long service
trophy to Qais Al Khonji (Deputy CEO) and Suvarna (Divisional Manager)
during a visit to Oman in October 2019.
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years

Fifty-plus in Australasia

(L to R): Stephen Muhia (Group Pool Manager, Davis & Shirtliff, Kenya – 48 years), Silvia Monfort (CEO, SCP Europe, France – 20 years), Armand Koorts (Sales
Director, Safequip, South Africa – 8 years), Mushtaq Ahmad (Regional Manager, Davey, UAE), Ali Salman Kaiksow (MD, Ali Kaiksow Commercial Group,
Bahrain – 51 years), Ahmed Hameed (Director, Static Trading Company, Maldives – 26 years), David Worley (CEO, Davey), Michael Daly (MD, Bin Moosa & Daly,
UAE – 50 years), Madhav Suvarna (Divisional Manager, Mohamed & Ahmed AL Khonji, Oman – 52 years), Sam Caron (GM, Davey, Europe Middle East Africa),
Ali Al Jalahama (MD, Ahmed & Essa Al Jalahama, Saudi Arabia – 48 years), Mathunni Baby (Senior Manager, Al Nisr Machinery, Qatar – 43 years), Paul Ah
Leung (CEO, Rey & Lenferna, Mauritius – 50 years) and M.V. Krishnakumar (CEO, Static Trading Company, Maldives – 26 years).

They are a contracting, technology-based products and
services company, offering a wide range of innovative products
and services across their Engineering, Electromechanical &
Construction, Health & Safety and Oil & Auto divisions.

50

years

With Davey’s celebration of more than 50 years in the Middle East coinciding with our international dealers
conference in Dubai in October 2019, the perfect opportunity arose to recognise a number of our long serving
customers – in Europe, the Middle East and around the world - and the role they are playing, in partnership with
Davey, in enhancing and improving lives through water.

Mohamed & Ahmed Al Khonji, based in Oman, were founded
in 1920, have been dealing with Davey for 52 years and are the
longest serving Davey distributor outside Australia.

Rey & Lenferna Ltd was founded in
1940 to supply goods and services
to the industry sector in Mauritius.
Today they are present in Mauritius,
Madagascar and Seychelles and
employ around 800 people, cover a
wide range of engineering related
fields and provide installation services
in air-con, electrical, plumbing,
firefighting and lifts/escalators.
Their water solutions department
specialises in the sales and after sales
service of water related products
including water heaters, irrigation
systems, water pumps, swimming pool
and garden equipment and water
purifiers. They’ve been specifying,
installing and maintaining Davey
products for nearly 50 years.

There are plenty of long serving customers closer to home too, many who have grown with Davey over the
decades from humble beginnings dating as far back as 1934.
Pansar has been a Davey distributor
in South East Asia for more than fifty
years, first trading in hardware and
building products in 1961 in Sibu,
Malaysian Borneo.

Russell and Sons was founded in
Toowoomba, Queensland Australia
in 1934 by William John Russell, who
recognised the potential of the Darling
Downs as a dairying area.

What was then an unassuming shop
expanded exponentially and today Pansar
is a household name with 16 branches,
a staff of 430 and a network of dealers
across Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei.

He was joined by his son two years later
and the business continues to be owned
and run today by the Russell Family (now
3rd and 4th generation with a total of 18
employees). Today they service and
sell a large range of equipment
including agricultural and domestic
pumping, engines and power, solar
pumping and more.

Among the 25,000 products Pansar
provide to their customers are a range
of Davey household and transfer pumps,
firefighters and industrial pumps for nonresidential applications.
Their wide geographical spread means
it can take the service team up to five
hours of travel time to service a pump
at a customer’s premise in some remote
tropical rainforests.
Regional Davey representative Jack
Lee says mutual trust and support
are the pillars that built the successful
relationship between the companies,
with both working hard to maintain
the business relationship and grow the
business together.

“Service is a big part of what we do
and Davey‘s focus is also on producing
products that are very serviceable,”
says John Russell. “There is also a quality
component to Davey which is
in line with what we want to offer our
customers – we supply them with quality
equipment and back them through the
life of that product.”
“As an Australian-based company Davey’s
focus is sharper on what we need. The
range of services they offer suit the
Australian market and they back up those
products well with availability of parts for
many years.”

Milnes Engineering, the forerunner to
Midland Irrigation, was established
around 1936 in Victoria Australia.
Ross McCoomb, GM of Midland Irrigation,
says it’s believed the Davey and Milnes
relationship was established in 1953 and
that it was one of the very first formal
relationships between Davey and a retailer
in Australia. “In that era Milnes were selling
Davey’s farm pressure units, which had a
cast iron pressure tank,” he says.
Over the years three generations of
family ran Milnes until 1986 when
Graham and Jan Smith purchased the
company, changing the name to Midland
Irrigation three years later and going on
to establish sites in Ballarat and Kyneton.
Today the company is one of the
state’s largest pumping, turf watering
and irrigation companies, growing
consistently over the years through
varying climatic conditions – including
two of the most serious droughts on
record. They have a reputation for
developing clever, simple and efficient
water management solutions for
customers and proudly sell Davey
product from all three locations.

BMD sells tens of thousands of Davey pumps annually and
has 150 staff with showrooms, warehousing and service
centres in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain, Dubai and Sharjah. They are
a one-stop-shop handling everything from the connection
at the start of the house to the discharge going out of the
house and also provide water pumping and treatment
solutions for high rises and large-scale buildings.

daveywater.com
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PARTNERSHIP

PUSHING DAVEY TO BE BETTER

Local expertise key to the Davey customer experience

Auckland, New Zealand

Whilst Australia and New Zealand are certainly not Davey’s only markets, Australia in particular is where the brand
was born and the idea of partnering with reputable businesses providing products and services to the broad range
of customers which Davey’s products serve first came to fruition.

Entrepreneurial with a constant flow of
ideas, Darlene Henshaw, Owner of All
Pumps pushes Davey to be better.

Today, Davey’s network of ANZ Master Dealers numbers 215 and spans a massive geography and broad range of industries – from
domestic pool and spa to farm and facility irrigation and commercial pumping to water treatment and fire fighting. What unites them,
beyond the Davey brand, is their commitment to the customer and knowledge of their markets. Allow us introduce you to a few.

Thirty years ago Darlene placed her first
order for pumps with Davey. Several years
later, in 2007, All Pumps received the first of
many awards from Davey for selling the most
pumps in the country and they are now one
of Davey’s top Master Dealers in New Zealand.

NOTHING BUT THE BEST FROM THE
TEAM OUT WEST

A STRONG BOND IN THE GOULBURN
VALLEY

Busselton Rewinds

Busselton, Western Australia
Started in the 1980’s as a full motor
rewind business, over the years this
business focussed more on pumps
as demand increased and new motor
prices became more competitive. Today
they rewind very few motors and are
predominantly a pump repair and new
pump sales business.
James Sayer who purchased the business
three years ago says their customer base
falls mainly into the domestic, commercial
and agricultural markets. “As the gateway
to the Margaret River wine region we
service a large number of award winning
wineries. Much of the winery equipment
is boutique European made and when
servicing these products it can prove
difficult to get parts,” he says.
“They have a well-equipped workshop and
are able to carry enough spare parts and
pumps to handle most situations and
applications quickly and efficiently,” says Ted
Lord, Account Manager – WA for Davey.
James says Davey is well known with farmers
in his region for quality and longevity. “It’s
a brand that has stood the test of time.
It’s easy to sell a product that has already
done the work for you. The Davey team has
extensive knowledge of their product and
the foresight to move their business into the
twenty-first century,” he says.

James (pictured far right) with his team (L-R):
Vincent Mercier, Sharon Hooper, Wayne Reeves
and Gavin Aberle.
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All Pumps

CHAMPION FOR FARM WATER TREATMENT

PUTTING DAVEY TO THE TEST

Waikato, New Zealand

Adelaide Hills, South Australia

Paeroa Farm Services

Part of Davey New Zealand’s journey
from their launch, Paeroa Farm Services
are located in the heart of dairy country.
Serving the local community in farm
services, domestic water treatment,
pools and spas, they are the perfect
partner to help expand Davey’s water
treatment solution into the market.
“Owner, Warick Buchannan is one of our
major strategic partners – he builds units,
installs them, services them and supports
us in everything we do to develop and
market this product,” says Alan Houghton,
who leads the water treatment business
for Davey (Acqua by Davey).
Warick says the new modular water
treatment system is impressing his
customers and solving problems that
in the past they couldn’t solve or it was
complicated to do so. He says the biggest
issues facing Waikato farmers are the
compliance costs for both milk cooling
and effluent and in 2019 they won the
Waikato Milking Systems effluent and
environmental project of the year for their
work on a Waihi dairy farm.
“I will only work with businesses that
have quality products and provide a good
back up service – Davey have always
been supportive of me and persevered to
ensure we receive sufficient training which
I find very important,” he says.

Warick (left) with Head Fitter Graeme Evens
inside the 20ft container which houses their
latest commission of the Acqua by Davey farm
water treatment unit – producing 93,000L/14hour day for a farm with 550 milking cows.

Irrigation Pumps N More
This family owned business has been
operating in the Adelaide Hills for over
ten years, working with domestic and
agriculturally based customers.
“A lot of our customers rely completely on
the use of alternative water sources, so
when they say their pump has died, it usually
means they have no water at all, whether
that be for their house or stock,” says GM
Ben Johnson. “Given this, we have to rely
100% on our products – which is where our
strong relationship with Davey comes in.”
Ben says the Australian dependability
synonymous with the Davey brand and the
fact that the main factory is still in Melbourne
contributes to delivering well-built and
quality controlled products – but it’s not just
the calibre of product which is important.
“We really believe in the philosophy that
any sales person can sell the first item, it’s
the backup and aftersales service that sells
the second and third,” he says. “I believe
that’s what sets us and Davey apart.”
IPNM have been involved in testing new
products for Davey, providing invaluable
feedback from real site conditions. “With
our unique team skill set we like to think
we are progressive in our solution finding
and are able to offer not just reliability
but future proofing too – we love new
technology and are all for what we can do
better going forward,” says Ben.

The IPNM team (L-R): Peter Mew, Jesse Barnes,
Ben Johnson, Kelvin Matthews, Connor Dickie and
Gary Virgin.

daveywater.com

Goulpro

Goulburn, NSW
Sean Duffy, Store Manager at Goulpro
says the Davey/Goulpro relationship,
which spans thirty years, has been built
on a solid foundation of consistent
representation and clear goals for
both companies. “The Davey brand is
important to us and no doubt still as
strong in the region as it was back in the
early 90’s,” he says.
Over the years the Goulpro business has
evolved into a one-stop-shop for power
equipment, pumps, irrigation and sheds.
As dynamics in the region have changed so
has their customer base, expanding from
rural land owners to include plumbing
and building contractors, mines, councils,
hobby farmers and residential customers.
“Whether it be ISO pumps on tankers with
hydraulic operation, VM multistage series for
truck washdown at the mines in conjunction
with an ISO to recirculate the water, or a
13HP F/F being hooked up to an old prime
mover water tanker for fire protection, there
is always an application or project that our
team will find a solution for,” he says.

“We have evolved from simply replacing
a pump when it broke down to a whole
system approach – building a capable
team who are really amazing at home
pressure systems – with a focus on
residential properties and lifestyle blocks. I
have always surrounded myself with really
solid people who are good at what they
do – I have a broad knowledge but have
experts who I trust,” says Darlene.

“Darlene has really challenged us to step
up so they can give excellent customer
service in a very smart and competitive
market – if they don’t offer that they lose
to someone else,” says Ross Simpson,
National Key Account Manager at Davey.

In 2008 they expanded into water filters
and with a clear focus on marketing
experienced exponential growth over the
next several years, furthering their offer
with water cooler servicing in 2017.

The All Pumps team with owner Darlene
Henshaw (3rd from right).

FLYING THE DAVEY FLAG

A ONE STOP SHOP

Mornington Peninsular, Victoria

Beerwah, Sunshine Coast

Established as a family business by Bob
and Joy Fisher nearly forty years ago,
P.I.P.E.S have built their reputation on
service and product support, listening
to the end user and providing practical,
efficient and cost effective solutions to
water and fluid management problems,
domestic, rural and commercial.

With existing branches in Nambour,
Maleny and Gympie, The Pumphouse
expanded operations into Beerwah
in 1999 – a prime location to service
irrigation systems on the many small
crop farms in the region at the time.

P.I.P.E.S Pty. Ltd.

Bob and Joy have since retired however
their two daughters sill work in the
business. They specialise in selling and
servicing pumps, water filtration units, poly
and PVC irrigation and sprinkler fittings for
commercial and domestic use, and they also
have a large range of pumps for domestic,
rural and fire-fighting applications.
“We have a large client base ranging from
vineyards, restaurants, schools, farms and
wineries. Some parts of the Mornington
Peninsula are dependent on tank water only
so a reliable Davey pump is what keeps the
water flowing to the house and the stock.
P.I.P.E.S. has a great relationship with Davey
and our customers know if they buy a Davey
pump or product it’s going to be reliable,”
says Pam Fisher, Director at P.I.P.E.S.

The Pumphouse

Today the eleven strong team carry out
design, sales, service and installation for
the agricultural, domestic, firefighting,
commercial, pool and water treatment
markets.
They’ve recently moved to a brand new
premises which sports a large airconditioned retail are, three offices and
a boardroom which caters for customer
design meetings, a pallet racked dispatch
area and fully equipped workshop with
pump test bay.
“Davey have been an integral part of
the growing business of water with The
Pumphouse, supplying Diesel ISO pump
sets into the irrigation industry, Dual VFD
pump sets for farming and industrial
projects, ISO pool pumps for the pool
industry, large dewatering pumps for
quarries and water treatment for B&B’s,”
says Branch Manager Mark Daraz.

Jamie Harrison, Southern NSW Account
Manager for Davey says, Bernard Maas
(Managing Director) and the team are
definitely the go to business in the area
when it comes to irrigation and are well
stocked in all models of the Davey brand.

“PIPES are a long-term Davey supporter
and very well experienced in our range.
They are valued for their knowledge
and presence and, being the only Davey
branded dealer on the Mornington
Peninsula, local customers know who to
go to for Davey domestic, irrigation, pool
and water treatment products,” says David
Potts, Commercial Business Development
Manager Vic & Tas for Davey.

He says the future holds more of the same,
but that solar will play a big part and is
firmly on their radar. “Whilst Davey’s range
of products suits what we do here and
we get really good support, they are also
evolving new products to keep up with
technology which is great,” he says.

The Goulpro team (L-R): Sean Duffy, Steve Maher,
Zac Smith, Mal Dent, Elliott Cosgrove, Alicia
Koppe and Bernard Maas. Not pictured: Damien
Miller.

The PIPES team (L-R): Mark Whinney, Rick
Bunnett, Mick Leonard, Ian Gosling, Glenn Janzs
and Pam Fisher. Not pictured: Jenny Johansson
and Spencer Stevenson.

The Pumphouse Beerwah crew (L to R): Connor
O’Kane, Mark Daraz, Sean Fitzgerald, Justin
Rummery, Michael Bevege, Jake Sloey, Bruce Alden,
Pete Ockey, Michael Odendaal and David Avis.
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IN BRIEF

Samoan brew tastes better
with Davey Steriflo

News and happenings from the world of Davey
Antarctica - from the archives
Paul Johnson, Davey’s National After Sales & Service Manager, thought he was
being set up in 2001, soon after joining Davey, when he took his first international
service call.
“The funny thing was the plumber rang me chasing spare parts because the pump had
run against a closed head which caused the water to boil and melt the plastic internals,”
says Paul. “I said I would put him in contact with his nearest Davey Dealer, could he give
me his post code or location.
As soon as he said Antarctica,
I’m like ‘the pump has over
heated and you are in
the frozen wastelands of
Antarctica?’ That’s when I
looked around the office to
see who was pranking me.”

To prove it was no joke, plumbers Brian Clifford and Tim Chiselett
sent Paul a photo at the Australian Base Station with the Aquamate.

At the time there was, in fact, a
Davey Aquamate at the Davis
Station in Antarctica, used
to feed water from a reverse
osmosis unit (water purifier)
to an ultra sonic humidifier to
add humidity to the sleeping
and medical building. Whilst
no further service calls have
been received from the Base
to our knowledge Paul is
convinced the Aquamate will
still be working.

As part of their brewery expansion, Taula
Beverages, Samoa’s only 100% owned
and operated brewery has installed a new
Davey Steriflo ALX in their clean-in place
(CIP) system. CIP is a method of cleaning
the interior surfaces of pipes, process
equipment, filters and associated fittings
without disassembly. The water Taula use
to clean their lines in this process will be
treated with the UV.

New pumps for SEA LIFE
penguins
Davey Australia have supplied two
3kw ISOspec end suction pumps
to recirculate salt water in the
new penguin enclosure at SEA
LIFE Sunshine Coast Aquarium in
Mooloolaba, Queensland. These
pumps are Armoursprayed, fitted
with seal flush kits and are running
on variable speed drives.
The entire section which was
transformed originally housed
freshwater animals such as crocs and
barramundi. “This enclosure needed to
be converted to salt water, hence the
Armourspray and seal flush kits. The
drives have been added to regulate
the flow to allow the correct amount to
pass through the three Davey EcoPure
40 inch filters,” says Corey
Pettett, Territory Manager QLD.

Davey provided a selection of the best
solutions for the job with appropriate

technical details. The Davey Steriflo
ALX commercial UV was selected for its
capability to disinfect large volumes of
water and due to the customer already
using this brand on site and finding it
reliable.
For many years, Master Dealer B&M Patel
in Fiji have been the only Davey Dealer
in the Pacific region, however Davey now
have relationships with Dealers such as;
Ace Hardware in Samoa, Enviro Light (a
new Dealer) in the Cook Islands, Pacific
Suppliers in Vanuatu and Far Marine in
Kiribati which means access to Davey
product is more widely and readily
available.

Davey rallies in support
Crazy hats, a sausage sizzle and a spray-painted CEO were all part of the fun in November 2019 when the Davey Scoresby
team rallied to fundraise in support of a colleague recently diagnosed with brain cancer undertaking the annual
Walk4BrainCancer – an event which raises money for world-class brain cancer research, advocacy and awareness.
In addition to meat and hamper raffles, donated BBQ supplies, homemade goodies for sale and a lolly guessing jar, Davey CEO
David Worley auctioned his head to be sprayed in a design of the highest bidders choice. An impressive $4,330 was raised – half by
employees with the remainder matched by Davey. “It was the collaboration of Davey staff that made this fundraiser successful,” says
Lisa Booker, Admin Support/Receptionist for Davey.

SEA LIFE Sunshine Coast Aquarium
is home to approximately thirty
Davey pumps all doing different jobs
including the Davey PowerMaster and
Davey ProMaster pool pumps.
https://www.sealifesunshinecoast.com.au

Master Dealer preserves
the pumping past
Steve Miller of Steve Miller Rural
Services, Tauranga – one of Davey New
Zealand’s top Master Dealers – has been
in the pumping game for the past 36
years. During that time, he’s not only
sold a tonne of Davey pumps, but has
established the largest private collection
of antique pumps, dairy separators
and other farming equipment in New
Zealand.

Davey targets African hotel and resort market
Waste not, want not
It’s amazing what you find during your
travels around regional Australia. Case in
point, this recycled Davey pressure tank
spotted by Davey Business Development
Manager, Andrew Rathjen near Kyabram,
Victoria, Australia.

An absolute labour of love, Steve hunts
down the old gear, strips it down and
puts it back together in full working
condition with a fresh paint job. Most
of his equipment is over 100 years old
and has been sourced from junk shops,
auctions and online.
“I love finding really old equipment
– everything back then was round,
embossed and beautiful. We have groups
who come through and view the museum,
but I don’t advertise it or anything – it’s just
something I love to do,” he says.
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A collection of pumps (15 in total) all produced
early 1900’s by Booth McDonald Ltd in their
Christchurch, New Zealand factory. They also
made agricultural machines in the late 1800’s.

In a drive to tap into the hotel and resort market in developing
areas of Africa, Davey’s Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA)
business has held seminars in Zanzibar and Kenya to present
Davey’s solutions to the hospitality industry with a focus on
connected technology such as Monsoon IQ, our new chemical
controller and water treatment systems.
Davey EMEA Regional Manager Sam Caron also visited a number
of resorts across Zanzibar and the Seychelles to promote Davey’s
unique leasing business model for salt water chlorination and
variable speed pumps on pools which builds value around the
needs of hotel operators. “Our package includes the rental
of chlorine generating equipment with high quality online
monitoring capability (pH, free chlorine, salt, temperature)
and data logging (every minute) for process optimisation and
troubleshooting,” says Sam. “Our local partners would provide the
support when required.”
Several hotels have shown interest, including Raffles Seychelles
which already has 86x Davey EcoSalt™ chlorinators installed on
their villas.

daveywater.com
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The Zanzibar seminar was attended by around 40 people.
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